INSTRUCTIONS: (Continued)

For Polypropylene and Polyester Ropes —
Wrap area to be cut with masking tape to hold strands in place. Cut rope, then with match, melt cut ends of rope to prevent fraying.

For Manila Rope —
Wrap area to be cut (2" Wide) with electrical tape then cut through center of tape to prevent fraying. Leave tape in place.

TRIM NOTE: With ladder sections assembled, trim rope at second rung as shown. (Sections shown separated for clarity.) Follow instructions for trimming rope below.

INSTRUCTIONS:

All fiberglass extension and aluminum extension ladders with single pulley rope assembly.

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE STARTING WORK. IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND CALL 1-888-523-3371 FOR ASSISTANCE.

ROPE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING:

1. Failure to comply with all instructions may result in serious injury.
2. Make sure this kit fits your ladder. If you have any questions concerning the use of this kit on other Werner Co. products, call 1-888-523-3371 for assistance.
3. Before installing this kit, identify all kit components. If any components are missing or damaged, return the kit to place of purchase. Do not substitute any components.
4. Inspect the ladder before installing this kit. Repair or replace any damaged or missing ladder parts before using the ladder. Use only Werner Co. repair or replacement parts. If unable to repair, discard the ladder.

INSTALL ROPE THE SAME AS EXISTING ROPE. INSTALL AS SHOWN IN ILLUSTRATIONS THEN TRIM AS DIRECTED BELOW.

Models 7536, 7540, D7536, D7540, DS36, DS40, DS44, DS48, S44 and S48 ladders with double pulley rope assemblies
NOTE: Rung may be D - Rung
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